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Abstract—Sports games conducted as a group are a form of therapeutic exercise for aged people with decreased strength and for people suffering from permanent damage of stroke and other conditions. However, it is difficult for patients with different athletic abilities to play a game on an equal footing. This study specifically examines a computer video game designed for therapeutic exercise, and a game system with support given depending on athletic ability. Thereby, anyone playing the game can participate equally. This video-game, to be specific, is a popular variant of balloon volleyball, in which players hit a balloon by hand before it falls to the floor. In this game system, each player plays the game watching a monitor on which the system displays tailor-made video-game images adjusted to the person’s athletic ability, providing players with player-adaptive assist support. We have developed a multiplayer game system with an image generation technique for the tailor-made video-game and conducted tests to evaluate it.
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I. INTRODUCTION

STUDIES of computer video games for support of therapeutic exercise have been promoted extensively [1]. Such games are played by moving the hands and feet. These physical exertions are helpful for obesity control and treatment of functional disorders. Using game machines that are available on the market, many assessments of therapeutic performance have been conducted in a case study manner (e.g. [2]).

Multiplayer games can accommodate more than one player and can therefore improve motivation for exercise [3]. However, it is not often the case that players having different athletic abilities can enjoy a game while mutually competing. Currently, studies are being undertaken to find methods to support players so that they can mutually compete on even terms [4]-[6]. Studies [4], [5] that support differences of visual contact skill examined a method by which players might not notice the support itself because, if players were able to notice the support, their motivation would be impaired. However, these studies support visual contact skills in shooting the existence of support, their motivation would be impaired.

Notice the support itself because, if players were able to notice the support, their motivation would be impaired. This inconvenience is regulation of the balloon speed. However, this means that the assist is not readily apparent because, even performance that is unsuitable for kinetic momentum of the player being supported is shown.

An avatar can accurately reflect player movements, which is beneficial for improving the game reality. In fact, many research projects have developed computer video games utilizing motion capture devices such as the Kinect [7]. However, disability-adaptive assistance in an exercise game using an Avatar that presents real movements has rarely been proposed to date. An earlier report [8] describes one study dealing with such an attempt, but it is not a multiplayer game. This is true because Avatar movements exactly reflect a player’s movements, and artificiality becomes distinct if performance of an exercise is improved on the computer side. This paper presents a proposal of a method for disability-adaptive assist in a multiplayer game using a real avatar. Fig. 1 presents the status of this study.
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Fig. 1 Placement of the study in the field of competitive multiplayer games for exercising

The video game to be developed is balloon volleyball, which is a popular group sports game enjoyed at elderly facilities and the like (a balloon is sent up by more than one person using their hands so that it might not fall onto the floor). In an actual balloon volleyball game, a certain technique is used in some cases to change the balloon weight (percentage of helium gas) depending on the degree of exercise capability. This technique is regulation of the balloon speed. However, this means that the actual balloon volleyball game can be performed by players with similar exercise capabilities. This inconvenience is
specific to a game using common objects, such as balls. With the game system of this study, each player executes play while observing an individual game monitor. Disability-adaptive assist is realized such that game images, which are processed such that the game player might not feel artificiality and might play with ease depending on the player’s exercise capability, are displayed on the monitor for each game player. The game image presented to each player is designated as a ‘tailor-made video game image’.

With a video game involving more than one player, they normally share equal status. One feature of this study is the tailor-made video game image. Each player performs interaction with other players based on actual motions under a competitive situation created to meet one’s own exercise capability. Consequently, all players, each having different exercise capabilities, can participate in a game together. Yet everyone performs exercises suited to the player’s exercise capability. In other words, using tailor-made video game images, mass games and therapeutic exercises of individuals can become mutually compatible.

To date, we have developed a balloon volleyball game system by which players with different muscle force and eyesight were able to compete on an equal basis. This paper explains this system and its related assessment experiments.

II. THE GAME SYSTEM

The system has as many “units” as the number of players. One unit consists of a personal computer, depth sensors, and a display device. Computers are mutually connected by communication cables. Fig. 2 portrays the system concept for a two player (A, B) case.

Fig. 2 also shows a case of support where the muscle force of player A is inferior to that of player B. Avatar B is placed nearby in the image presented to A; avatar A is placed more distant in the image presented to B. The time before a ball arrives at A or B is identical in both images shown. Therefore, the ball can be moved slowly in the image presented to A and can be moved quickly in the image presented to B.

When the players’ clarity of eyesight differs, considerations are given so that the ball can be identified easily. In the images presented to the player with poor eyesight, the brightness of the ball is increased. Also, its size is larger.

A virtual balloon volleyball game is realized as follows: Using depth sensors, the position and orientation of a player are recognized on the computer. Then an avatar of the player is displayed based on this information. Furthermore, avatars of other players are displayed based on information of the other player sent from the other computer. Regarding the virtual ball, information of collision with the players is shared by each other players are displayed based on information of the other players. In addition, avatars of other players are displayed based on information of the other player sent from the other computer. The movement speed was set as 400 mm/s.

The system being developed uses a depth sensor (Kinect; Microsoft Corp.) and a sensor (Kinect for Windows SDK; Microsoft Corp.) for recognition of the position and posture of the player. The computer has a Core i7 3820 (Intel Corp.) as the CPU, 16 GB memory, and a video chip GeForce GTX 660 (NVIDIA Corp.).

Fig. 2 Scheme of the game system and an example of a tailor-made video-game image

III. EXPERIMENT

Whether players with different muscle force and eyesight can compete fairly is checked through experimentation using tailor-made video game images.

In all, 21 healthy university students (ages 20–22) with normal eyesight (including corrected vision) participated in the experiments. They were divided into 7 groups (3 students in 1 group), each of which consisted of a player with limited visual function, a player with limited muscle force, and a player with no physical limitation. Limited visual function is a limitation caused by cataracts or a narrowed visual field. The participants wore goggles for a vision disorder experience to undergo the simulated experience. Regarding the limited muscle force, mounting of weights on their hands and feet was attempted initially, which came into question because of the increased burden on experiment participants. Such a limitation was provided at the game system side that fast movements of a player with limited muscle force were not recognized. In other words, the player was requested not to move quickly. Simulated muscle force limitation was provided. The upper limit of the movement speed was set as 400 mm/s.

For a tailor-made video game image in which visual function is limited, the ball size was increased by half. The ball brightness was doubled. These were determined experimentally by examination of participants wearing goggles. In the image for a player with limited muscle force, the distance to an avatar of another player (2 people) was determined appropriately through numerical simulation and results of preliminary experiments.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In the experimental game, the number of times a player failed to return the ball (points lost) was used for scoring. A game using a tailored-made video game image is designated as “with support.” A game without using it (distance between players, size and brightness of the ball are identical to those of
the image of the player with no physical limitation) is designated as “without support.”

In the experiment, participants of seven groups were requested to practice while taking a break properly until they became sufficiently accustomed to the balloon volleyball game. Particularly, players acting as the limited muscle force player continued to practice until they realized the motion speed. Subsequently, they each performed once in a without support game and in a with support game. Completion of the game was set to such a point when chances to return the ball to all the players reached 20 times.

The average rate of loss (n = 7) of the player with each physical condition in the game performed without support is portrayed in Fig. 3. The average of the rate of loss (n = 7) for with support is presented in Fig. 4. It is readily apparent from Fig. 3 that for the without support case, although the average rate of loss of the player without physical limitation is lower than that of the player with limited muscle force, for the with support case, the average rate of loss was reversed (Fig. 4). Furthermore, although the average rate of loss of the player with limited visual function is moderate for the without support case, it is lowest for the with support case.

To ascertain whether the difference of the average of the rate of loss is significant or not for the without support case and the with support case, dispersion analysis of one factor (without physical limitation, with limited visual function, with limited muscle force) was conducted for the without correspondence case. A significance level of 0.05 was used. Homoscedasticity was hypothesized with p = 0.40 for the without support case and p = 0.08 for the with support case by a Levene test. Results of the dispersion analysis are such that the main effect is p = 0.01 for the without support case and p = 0.02 for the with support case, which indicates that the main effect is significant in both cases.

Next, Bonferroni’s multiple comparison was conducted. Results show that the difference of averages was significant (p = 0.01) between that for without physical limitation and with limited muscle force for the without support case. The difference was significant (p = 0.01) between results without physical limitations and with limited visual function for the with support case. No significant difference was found between results obtained without physical limitations and with limited muscular force.

By multiple comparison of results obtained in with support and without support games, a player with no physical limitations was found to be superior to a player with limited muscle force. However, for the with support game, no difference was found in the rates of loss. In other words, it might be said that a player with no physical limitation and a player with limited muscle force played an evenly matched game because of the tailor-made video game images.

A player with limited visual function is nearly equal to a player with limited muscle force in the without support case. However, for the with support case, no difference was found in the rates of loss of the player without physical limitation and with limited visual function. Furthermore, although the average rate of loss of the player with limited visual function is moderate for the without support case, it is lowest for the with support case.
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